How to train your syllable stress awareness – A digital game-based intervention for German dyslexic children
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Abstract

Developmental dyslexia is one of the most frequent learning disorders and affects 4-10% of the German population. The learning disorder affects educational, personal, and social development of children in a negative way. We examine three different approaches to treat learning disorders. That is, therapeutic, computer-based, and digital game-based interventions. We reflect on the advantages and disadvantages of these approaches that have been shown to be supportive for dyslexic primary-school children. Our literature review shows that there is a lack of digital game-based interventions for the treatment of spelling disorders. To fill this gap, we propose such a mobile serious game which uses evidence-based trainings and introduces novel features in order to help dyslexic children to improve their reading and spelling performance. We propose an intervention to train awareness of syllable stress and explore the innovative use of mouth motor activities and embodied trainings. To conclude, we suggest that, in addition to traditional approaches, digital-game based approaches should be used supplementary to (re-) engage and motivate learners.
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1 Introduction

Approximately 4-10% of the German population suffer from developmental dyslexia [1–3]. Dyslexia is therefore one of the most frequent learning disorders [2]. It affects about 50,000 German children of each birth cohort.

These children acquire reading and writing skills in a much slower pace and not as proficient compared to their classmates [4] and they suffer massively from their impaired literacy acquisition. Usually, they lose their motivation for the learning process as well as the faith of being able to develop a comprehension of literacy language [5]. Appropriate treatments and interventions are necessary to prevent negative consequences, such as poor performance in school and higher chances to drop out from school, resulting in few employment prospects or unemployment [6]. Overall, the learning disorder has a negative impact not only on mental health but also on social and cultural participation [7].

On the one hand, it has been shown empirically that computer-based interventions can help dyslexic children to significantly improve reading and spelling skills (e.g., [8–12]). Interventions primarily address the symptoms of reading and writing disorders. Further, by the usage of game elements, such as narratives or rewards, they explicitly address issues related to frustration, demotivation or boredom [13] and support successful learning outcomes (cf. [14]). Mobile serious games can additionally help children to overcome their
learning disorder outside of learning therapy and classrooms – independent of location and time. Importantly, mobile serious games for dyslexic children have been proven to have positive effects on the process of literacy acquisition (e.g., [15–17]).

However, there is a lack of evidence-based and empirically evaluated digital game-based interventions for the treatment of spelling disorders in German dyslexic children.

In this article, we present such a mobile serious game called “Prosodiya”. The evidence-based trainings of Prosodiya contribute three innovative features to the state of the art of computer-based interventions. First, it is the first digital therapy approach that focuses on improving the awareness of syllable stress and associates the stressed syllable’s linguistic features to orthographic principles of the German orthography. It is thought that dyslexic children lack in accurate stress perception and thus fail to identify orthographic markers, which are particularly important in stress-timed languages such as German. Consequently, adequate processing verbal stress might support children acquiring complex spelling rules in German orthography (cf. Section 2.1). Second, mouth motor activities are introduced to support children that struggle to perceive phonological features. Lastly, the use of embodied training for mobile serious games using sensor-based gesture recognition are explored.

This article is structured as follows: First, we reflect the state of research of the relation between syllable stress and reading and spelling skills. This is followed by an overview of the different areas of reading and spelling acquisition and evidence-based trainings to address these areas. We then reflect advantages and disadvantages of three different approaches used for treatment of reading and spelling disorder, i.e. therapeutic, computer-based, and digital game-based interventions. In the fourth part of this article, we describe the current game and therapeutic design of Prosodiya. We conclude this article by reflecting the contributions of Prosodiya to the state of the art and by providing an outlook for the project’s future progress with special focus on the opportunities of embodied trainings.

2 Related work

2.1 Syllable stress and literacy acquisition

Deficient phonological awareness is, among others, one major cause of dyslexia [18]. Phonological awareness refers to the ability to deal with the sound system of a language and to detect, distinguish, and manipulate segments of a language, such as syllables, rimes, or even single sounds (i.e. phonemic awareness).

Phonological awareness also includes the perception of prosodic features. A shortcoming in the perception of prosodic features is a strong predictor for developmental dyslexia [19–21]. One of these features is syllable stress, an important characteristic of German speech rhythm. German belongs to the category of stress-timed languages [22]. In stress-timed languages, speech rhythm is generated by the interval between two consecutive stressed syllables, which is perceived to be a fairly constant amount of time. Stressed syllables have larger rise times (the time required to reach peak signal intensity) in the amplitude envelope and are generally perceived to be louder. In contrast, unstressed syllables are compressed and reduced to fit the rhythm. Other typical stress-timed languages are, among others, English, Russian, Germanic languages, and European Portuguese. The rhythm of stress-timed languages differs to, among others, syllable-typed languages, such as Italian, French, or Spanish, in which the duration of every syllable is approximately constant in time.

Stress perception has been shown to be impaired for developmental dyslexics [19], [20, 23] and highly correlates with reading and writing skills [21, 24]. For German dyslexic children, one explanation is thought to be found in the association between stress and German orthographic markers. Orthographic markers – graphemes that mark vowel lengths – generally occur within stressed syllables [markers for long vowels, such as Bie-ne (bee)] or in conjunction with stressed syllables [markers for short vowels, such as Ge-wit-ter (thunderstorm)] [25]. Since the vowels of unstressed syllables are reduced, such as the
schwa sound (/ə/) in /ˈmaːlən/ (malen, to paint), they are generally not marked orthographically.

The orthographic marking of short and long vowels, which underlies complex orthographic rules, is a major challenge for German dyslexic [26, 27]. Therefore, processing verbal stress adequately might help children to acquire the complex spelling rules that underlie vowel length spelling in German orthography.

Although research suggest that rhythmic trainings for poor English readers using, among others, exercises to match the correct syllabic stress pattern to words to be beneficial for the development of literacy and phonological awareness [28, 29], we are not aware of any (mobile) serious game that focuses on improving the awareness of syllable stress or associates the stressed syllable’s linguistic features to orthographic principles of the German orthography.

2.2 Evidence-based treatment of reading and spelling disorders

According to the clinical guideline of diagnosis and treatment of German dyslexic children [30], the treatment of reading and spelling disorders can be divided into different areas. The authors infer recommendations for evidence-based trainings for each of these areas from the results of a meta-analysis [31, 32] of randomized controlled field trials.

The areas of treatment of reading disorders comprise: i) syllabic and phonemic awareness, i.e. awareness of syllable and sounds, ii) reading accuracy, iii) reading fluency, and iv) reading and text comprehension. For the first stage, they recommend trainings to identify, categorize, segment, delete, or discriminate syllables and sounds within words.

The second stage includes systematic instructions of letter-sound correspondences and exercises of phoneme synthesis. In this regard, derivational synthesis refers to blending (pulling together) individual parts of a language within words, e.g. blending individual sounds or syllables to words. Reading fluency should be trained with systematic exercises of phoneme, syllable, and morpheme synthesis. Lastly, reading comprehension includes interventions that comprise tasks in which participants learn to extract textual information, summarize it, and relate it to existing knowledge.

The areas of treatment of spelling disorders are: i) syllabic and phonemic awareness, ii) phoneme-grapheme correspondence, iii) grapheme memory entries, and iv) knowledge of rules and morphemes. The first stage of spelling acquisition equals to the first stage of reading promotion and thus provides the same interventional recommendations. For the second stage, phonics instruction (systematic instructions of letter-sound correspondences and exercises of phoneme analysis at the (sub-) lexical level) are recommended. For the latter, analysis refers to segmenting words into respective parts, e.g. phonemes or syllables. For the third stage, systematic exercises for storing and remembering frequent sequences of graphemes are recommended. Finally, exercises to acquire orthographic and morphemic regularities are recommended for the fourth stage of the treatment of spelling disorder.

The guideline [30] concludes that reading skills can be most effectively improved with systematic instruction of letter-sound correspondences and phoneme, syllable, and morpheme synthesis. Spelling performance can most effectively be improved by using systematic instructions of letter-sound correspondences and exercises analyzing sounds, syllables, and morphemes as well as trainings enabling the acquisition and generalization of orthographic regularities.

In the remainder of this article, we will mainly focus on interventions and trainings for German dyslexic primary school children. This is due to the fact that differences in orthographic consistency between languages, i.e. differences in regularity and consistency of letter-sound relations, result in differences in reading and spelling difficulties of dyslexic children and consequently the correct therapeutic approach [33–35]. German, due to regular letter-sound correspondences, has a high transparency of the writing system compared to languages with opaque letter-sound relations, such as English.
3 From therapeutic interventions to digital game-based learning

Treatment of reading and spelling disorders yields different interventional approaches that can be applied. In this chapter, we take a closer look at therapeutic, computer-based, and digital game-based interventions for dyslexic children. By highlighting advantages and disadvantages of respective approaches, we deduce our general recommendation that therapeutic and digital-game based interventions should be used in the following way:

**Dyslexic children should receive evidence-based therapeutic interventions as soon as possible and as long as necessary until their reading and spelling proficiency enables them to participate in social, cultural, and educational life on an age-appropriate level. In addition, they should use evidence-based digital game-based interventions to maximize engagement, motivation, and learning.**

### 3.1 Therapeutic interventions

The common approach to treat children suffering from learning disorders are therapeutic interventions (TI) administered in individual or group sessions. Therapeutic interventions are carried out by trained practitioners – such as teachers or learning therapists – in learning facilities, usually outside of school time (see Table 1).

If children participate in therapeutic interventions implementing aforementioned evidence-based approaches at least weekly for several months, substantial improvements in reading (e.g., [36–38]) and spelling (e.g., [9, 38, 39]) performance can be achieved. Although children with reading and spelling disorders may show significant improvements after several weeks or months, they should receive support until their ability to read and spell reaches a level that enables them to participate in public life in an age-appropriate way [30]. This means in most cases several years of intense support and treatment. However, this may often not be provided if the healthcare system has no provision for funding [30]. This is the case in Germany – learning therapy is not covered by health insurances but by the youth welfare office. Applying for financing and reimbursement of learning therapy can be a tedious process disadvantaging families who cannot afford to pay for learning therapy privately. Thus, affected children may not receive appropriate treatment timely, sustainably, or long enough.

Importantly, it is strongly recommended that interventions should be implemented by experts in reading and spelling development and its promotion [30] rather than by peers, parents, or university students – which might come to mind to affected families as a cost-effective alternative but whose effectiveness could not be confirmed unequivocally [31, 40].

To conclude, evidence-based therapeutic interventions are reliable and recommended treatments for dyslexic children when administered by experts but are cost-intensive and might not be provided timely or long enough.

### 3.2 Computer-based interventions

Computer-based interventions (CBI) and the use of information and communication technology (ICT) have been shown to benefit learning-impaired children. By complementing therapeutic interventions and traditional teaching, they address the aforementioned disadvantages of TI and offer new opportunities to engage the learner (see also Table 1). Based on literature reviews, we conclude that CBI and ICT can have positive effects on dyslexic children’s learning development [41] and that they facilitate literacy acquisition for dyslexic children by minimizing difficulties in learning to read and write [42].

First, one of the major advantages of CBIs is that they can be used independent of time and place, outside of class or learning therapy.
Table 1. Advantages and disadvantages of and exemplary programs for therapeutic, computer-based, and digital game-based interventions for German dyslexics.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Human tutor</th>
<th>Advantage</th>
<th>Disadvantage</th>
<th>Recommendation</th>
<th>Evidence-based interventions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>TI</strong></td>
<td>Therapeutic and traditional interventions</td>
<td>• Reliable and effective</td>
<td>• Requires experts of reading and spelling development and promotion as tutors</td>
<td>• Timely and long-running treatment until learner can participate in social, cultural, and educational life on an age-appropriate level</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Usually covers all processes of learning or spelling acquisition</td>
<td>• Cost-intensive</td>
<td>• Incorporate methods of (digital) game-based learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• May not be provided in a timely manner or long enough</td>
<td>• Effective depends on tutor</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Dependent of time and location</td>
<td>•</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>CBI</strong></td>
<td>Computer-based interventions</td>
<td>• Independent of time and place</td>
<td>• Motivation and engagement of learners may not last</td>
<td>• Try to use DGBI if available</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Can be used autonomously by children</td>
<td>• Single programs usually do not cover all processes of literacy acquisition</td>
<td>• Use complementary to TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Offers more interactive experiences</td>
<td>• Effectiveness depends on adaptivity</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Increases engagement and motivation</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Continuous assessment</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Adaptivity w.r.t. individual needs</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>DGBI</strong></td>
<td>Digital computer-based interventions</td>
<td>• Same advantages as CBIs</td>
<td>• Single programs usually do not cover all processes of literacy acquisition</td>
<td>• Use complementary to TI</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Motivate and engage learners over long periods</td>
<td>• Effectiveness depends on adaptivity</td>
<td>• Use to reengage children who lost their interest or motivation in learning</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Promote engagement of learners with special needs</td>
<td>• Game design and learning objectives must be carefully balanced</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td>• Reengage learners who have disengaged from learning (in the respective domain)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Focus</th>
<th>Program</th>
<th>Eval.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading</strong></td>
<td>Kieler Leseaufbau [37]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Flüssig lesen lernen [36]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>PHONIT [43]</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spelling</strong></td>
<td>Lautgetreue Leserechtschreibförderung [38]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Marburger Rechtschreibtraining [39]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading and Spelling</strong></td>
<td>Lautarium [10]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spelling</strong></td>
<td>Morpheus [9]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Reading + (Spelling)</strong></td>
<td>‘Lernspiele mit Elfe und Mathis’[12]</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Phontasia [15]</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td><strong>Spelling</strong></td>
<td>Meister Cody – Namagi [44]</td>
<td>–</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Prosodiya [45]</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
Second, if designed properly, learners can use CBIs autonomously for homework complementary to school and learning therapy without a real tutor. In fact, dyslexic children may respond to explicit computer instructions in writing as well as they have with human teachers [46].

Third, research has shown that children may concentrate better while engaged in CBI than in traditional school tasks [47].

Fourth, nowadays, ICT can provide interactive experiences which can motivate children at an early age and attenuate the impact of their own difficulties in the daily acquisition of reading and spelling skills [42].

Fifth, CBIs may offer continuous and more frequent assessment of proficiencies and knowledge [48, 49] compared to TI and save time in administration and evaluation of tests.

Through continuous assessment, CBIs are able to recognize individual needs of dyslexic children, which has been emphasized to be important for automatically adapting a CBI [50] – adaptivity is a common requirement posed to CBIs.

Lastly, gamification plays a major role in CBI. Gamification as defined by Deterding et al. [13] is the use of game design elements in non-game contexts, such as narratives, scores, or rewards. The role of gamification is primarily in invoking the same psychological experiences as games generally do [51]. Based on the literature review of Hamari et al. [52], gamification in educational and learning contexts mostly positively affects learning. Most importantly, it increases motivation, engagement in, and enjoyment of learning tasks [52].

Lautarium [10] is an adaptive computer-based intervention program for primary-school. It includes training to improve phonological awareness in the narrow sense (e.g., phonemic awareness, phoneme analysis and synthesis, phoneme classification) as well as letter-sound correspondence to foster pronunciation-true reading and spelling. The authors of Lautarium could show empirically in a waiting control group design its efficacy on phonemic and phonological awareness and pronunciation-true reading and spelling [10].

Morpheus [9] is a computer-based spelling training that focuses on improving morphemic awareness, i.e. the ability to recognize, understand, and use morphemes. Morpheus trains orthographic regularities for the categories of consonant doubling, silent h, and German vowel doubling ie. It additionally trains orthographic phenomena that may not be deduced from phonetic principles. It has been shown empirically in a control-group design that Morpheus significantly improves morphemic spelling strategies [9].

3.3 Digital game-based interventions

Digital game-based interventions (DGBI) are the top tier of digital interventions for children with learning disorders. DGBI are extensions to CBI in that they include all benefits of CBIs (as they belong to the same technology, namely digital) but address CBIs’ drawback of not fully exploiting the engaging and motivational potential of digital games (see Table 1).

Crucially, we differentiate between gamified CBI and DGBI as follows: gamified interventions merely incorporate elements of games while game-based learning or serious games describe the design of full-fledged games for educational purposes [13] that focus on designing activities as playful tasks [53]. We additionally refer to the definition of Wouters et al. [54] of digital games to be interactive, based on a set of agreed rules and constraints, directed toward a clear goal that is often set by a challenge, and constantly providing feedback either as a score or changes in the game world to enabled self-monitoring of progress towards the goal.

As gamified CBIs are often advertised as educational games, it is important to highlight that this claim may result in negative consequences due to the expectations posed to educational games: Parents and children consider enjoyment as one of the central principles important in educational software that is used in the home environment [55] and sometimes even prioritize enjoyment above educational benefits. As DGBIs are expected to be engaging and fun and thus naturally motivating [55, 56], the motivational design of DGBIs
used in the home environment is of crucial importance, whereas learning effectiveness is referred to as the most essential aspect at school [56]. Therefore, labeling CBIs as games may fail to live up to these expectations if the use of game is limited to gamification.

3.3.1 The advantages of digital game-based interventions

The benefits of game playing as a learning process are widely acknowledged [57, 58]. DGBIs have been found to be effective or even outperform conventional instruction methods in terms of learning and retention, such as lectures, reading, drill and practice, or hypertext learning environments [54]. In fact, this is particularly the case for language learning as highlighted by the meta-analysis of Wouters et al. [54]. DGBIs are able to promote engagement and learning for children with special learning needs [59] and may boost children’s engagement with literacy activities, foster skill reinforcement, and enhance the perception of reading progress [60] – DGBIs may even reengage learners who disengage from learning, i.e. learners who lost interest, motivation, and engagement in learning and cannot be engaged with other methods [61, 62] (see Table 1). DGBIs are also especially suited to foster learning through embodied cognition, i.e. mapping of gestures or movement to key features of the content to be learned [53]. For example, in a Kinect-based literacy game, using gestures and movements in in-game activities enhanced literacy outcomes of children compared to a group without these activities [63]. The concept and implication of motion-based trainings is discussed more thoroughly in Section 5.

Importantly, due to fact that DGBIs focus on defined learning outcomes, balancing educational effectiveness and quality of learning with game play is a corollary to the design process of DGBIs [53, 59, 64, 65]. If this is accounted for, DGBIs are able to engage learners on an affective, behavioral, cognitive, and sociocultural level in ways few other learning environments are able to do – as emphasized by the integrated design framework of game-based and playful learning by Plass et al. [53].

Phontasia [66] is a game-based German phonics trainer available for iPads. It is derived from the phonics method for English spelling acquisition and is adjusted for German. Children learn orthographic regularities by changing a defined set of graphemes to form a word. By providing artificial text-to-speech synthesis, children can listen to their solutions. This way, misspellings and correct spellings can be made audible for each of the children’s solutions and children may reflect on their answer. Preliminary results of two evaluations indicate that Phontasia has positive effects on the spelling of consonant doublings and the German vowel doubling ie [15, 67].

‘Lernspiele mit Elfe und Mathis’ [12] is a computer-based game for reading acquisition. Its content is categorized in linguistic levels of phonemes and syllables, words, sentences, and texts. Various exercises cover, among others, letter-sound correspondence, syllable synthesis, syllable analysis, and reading comprehension. Elfe was evaluated empirically in a randomized waiting control group design [12]. The authors could show significant effects of the training on reading performance on the level of words, sentences, and texts.

Meister Cody – Namagi [44] is an evidence-based DGBI for reading acquisition. It offers exercises to improve phonemic awareness (e.g., vowel-length distinction, recognition of initial and final sounds), phonological awareness (e.g., syllable analysis and synthesis), letter-sound correspondences, and semantic linking of words with pictures. Exercises to improve spelling are currently under development. Namagi has not yet been empirically evaluated.

3.4 Categorization of computer- and digital game-based interventions for German dyslexic primary school children

In addition to Table 1, we categorized the evidence-based computer- and digital game-based interventions discussed in the previous section with regards to the areas of the treatment of reading and spelling disorders in Table 2. An intervention receives a ‘+’ for a
specific area if it contains explicit instructions and exercises, ‘(+)’ if exercises may implicitly support the area, and ‘−’ if the intervention does not include exercises to promote a specific area of reading or spelling. Combining Table 1 and Table 2, parents and practitioners may select interventions according to a child’s need.

Table 2. Categorization of popular evidence-based interventions according to the areas of the treatment of reading and spelling disorders (derived from [30]).

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Treatment of reading disorder</th>
<th>Treatment of spelling disorder</th>
<th>Eval.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Awareness of syllables and sounds</td>
<td>Reading accuracy</td>
<td>Reading fluency</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Lautarium [10]</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Morpheus [9]</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Digital game-based interventions

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>App</th>
<th>Treatment of reading disorder</th>
<th>Treatment of spelling disorder</th>
<th>Eval.</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Elfe [12]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Phontasia [15]</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Namagi [44]</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Prosodiya</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>(+)</td>
<td>(+)</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

3.5 Intermediate conclusion

Therapeutic, computer-based, and digital game-based interventions play a major role in the treatment of reading and spelling disorders. Each approach comes with advantages and disadvantage as discussed above. This chapter is summarized in Table 1 and Table 2 by providing a list of advantages, disadvantages, exemplary programs that incorporate evidence-based approaches for the treatment of reading and spelling disorders, and practical recommendations.

It is important to state that CBIs and DGBIs should be used as a supplementary tool within or outside class in assisting dyslexic children but may not replace traditional teaching and learning strategies or therapeutic interventions [11, 68].

To conclude this chapter, we recommend to treat dyslexic children with evidence-based therapeutic and traditional interventions as soon as possible and as long as necessary until their reading and spelling proficiency enables them to participate in social, cultural, and educational life on an age-appropriate level. Additionally, we recommend the integration of DGBIs in TIs and the use of DGBIs complementary to TIs, outside of class, to (re-) engage and motivate learners in ways withheld to TIs.

As can be drawn from Table 1, evidence-based and empirically evaluated DGBIs for the treatment of spelling disorders are missing for German dyslexic children. With Prosodiya, we intend to fill this gap.

4 Prosodiya

We define Prosodiya as a DGBI based on the definition of Plass et al. [53] that it’s a game for an educational purpose and focusses on designing activities as playful tasks, i.e. carefully concerning the balance of the design of learning objectives and game play. The most important arguments for DGBIs as described by Plass et al. [53] are motivation, engagement, adaptivity, and graceful failure. To address these arguments researchers mostly agree on the following building blocks of DGBIs: game mechanics, visual aesthetic design, narrative design, incentive system, and content and skills [53].
Accordingly, we use these building blocks to analyze and describe our game in the following sections after providing a general description of Prosodiya’s rationale. Prosodiya is based on recent empirical findings and on evidence-based interventions (e.g., [39, 69]). For example, a main component is training phonological awareness in the broader sense (syllable awareness) as well as in the narrow sense (phonemic awareness) as children with dyslexia often struggle with this basic skill [18, 70].

Prosodiya builds on the research reflected in Section 2.1 and primarily aims at training detection and production of syllable stress – a feature that is not found in other serious games. First, this might improve a child’s ability to segment words into relevant components. Second, children learn to focus on relevant areas in words. Prosodiya is played on tablets with a touchscreen interface. It aims at clarifying the association between syllable stress and orthographic marking. It helps children to focus on the stressed syllable and to learn how such syllables are spelled. In doing so, it finally leads to a rule-based orthographic spelling training. Prosodiya includes six chapters, each corresponding to a different linguistic or orthographic challenge.

The focus of Prosodiya is primarily on spelling acquisition by training the awareness of linguistic features related to syllable stress and by linking these features to orthographic regularities of German orthography. However, most exercises also cover skills that contribute to promotion of reading. Thus, our pedagogical approach enabling acquisition and application of orthographic knowledge is in line with empirical research emphasizing that acquisition and generalization of orthographic regularities is an essential part of effective methods to improve spelling performance [31, 39, 71, 72].

The game’s overall narrative revolves around little inhabitants called “Kugellichter” (spherical lights), which seek for help of the children: A mysterious fog has conquered the land of Prosodiya which causes the inhabitants to live in sadness, see Figure 2a. Only the children, with the help of the Kugellichter, can disperse the suppressing fog by mastering linguistic challenges. Each time the children make progress within the course of the game, parts of Prosodiya are saved and new regions with new challenges call for their help.

The difficulty of Prosodiya increases on three individual levels: First, the game’s chapters cover different linguistic or orthographic skills that range from syllable stress awareness to applying spelling rules. Second, subchapters within a chapter target different linguistic or orthographic sub-competences, which is explained in the following sections. Third, the levels increase in difficulty in that the target words’ structures become more complex and objective(s) of tasks become more challenging by continuously decreasing the support provided to children to solve an exercise. By automatically increasing and decreasing the difficulty on individual levels, Prosodiya accounts for one of the four arguments of DGBI, namely adaptivity.

In the following, we give a detailed description of Prosodiya’s game mechanics, content and skills to be learned, visual aesthetic design, narrative design, and its incentive system. Short video clips of Prosodiya are listed on youtube.prosodiya.com. A general overview of the therapeutic structure of the first module of Prosodiya is displayed in Figure 1.

![Figure 1](image-url)
yet covered. Morphologic training, i.e. to learn to deduce that gewinnt (he wins) is spelled with an ambisyllabic consonant doubling as it’s derived from gewinnen (to win), is part of the second module of Prosodiya currently being developed.

4.1 Game mechanics and content and skills

We combine two game design elements, i.e. game mechanics and content and skills, in one section as the latter game design element is significantly responsible for the design of game mechanics. As Prosodiya’s primary learning goal is to improve spelling, the game serves the function to teach new knowledge and skills as well as practice and reinforce existing knowledge and skills. The game mechanics have been carefully designed and refined based on the results of usability tests to ensure high quality of learning and gaming experience. All game mechanics are explained in interactive tutorials, see Figure 2b.

4.1.1 Stress pattern

The game starts by introducing the children to the concept of syllable stress. Characterizations of stressed (larger rise-times and amplitude, non-reduced vowels) and unstressed syllables (reduced vowels) are explained in tutorials. Children are taught to apply this knowledge by rebuilding stress patterns of words to develop awareness for relevant phonological features. They do so by dragging and dropping cartoon blobs (big green blob for stressed syllables, small yellow blobs for unstressed syllables) onto their respective platforms, see Figure 3. This first task aims at drawing a child’s attention to the stressed syllable and to the area of the word in which orthographic markers occur, respectively. This is the most innovative training exercise of Prosodiya with respect to state of the art interventions, and it specifically addresses the shortcomings of dyslexic children. That is, improving the perception and production of syllable stress, which is not part of any empirically evaluated or computer-based intervention for German dyslexic children. We have opted to use the interaction of dragging and dropping the blobs instead of other gaming activities, such as a multiple choice task, as this best directs finger and eye movement of children to the area of interest, i.e. stressed syllables.

During the course of Prosodiya’s first chapter, we adjust the difficulties of different parameters to explicitly address syllabic and phonemic awareness as well as syllable synthesis, analysis, and segmentation. Parameter combinations that lead to a training of a specific linguistic competence are listed in Table 3.

The game begins with the easiest configuration displayed in Figure 3a: words are presented in spoken form, the number of syllables is exposed by only providing as many platforms as the word’s syllable count, and the word is displayed syllabified in written form. Thus, this configuration provides training of syllable synthesis (blending the presented syllables into words) and syllable and phonemic analysis (identifying the stressed syllable). By displaying words non-syllabified, syllable segmentation is addressed additionally.
In case the word is not presented in spoken form (Figure 3b), we further aim at training syllable synthesis. By providing more platforms than the word has syllables, children are also required to count syllables autonomously (Figure 3c). As the level of difficulty and complexity changes during the course of these exercises, we provide mini-tutorials and tooltips that clarify explicitly what the children need to do and what they need to take into account in order to solve an exercise. An exemplary tooltip can be seen in Figure 4b.

We provide three different sound files for each word that increase with regard to the intensity of intonation. If a wrong answer is submitted or children request help, the word is spoken in the next stronger intonation level to give scaffolding feedback.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Linguistic competence</th>
<th>Word is spoken</th>
<th>Visual presentation</th>
<th>Number of syllables</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>yes</td>
<td>no</td>
<td>syllabified</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Awareness of syllables and sounds</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable synthesis</td>
<td>−</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Syllable segmentation</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>+</td>
<td>−</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

In the case of syllable segmentation, the mouth motor activity is introduced, which is part of the syllable structure. Children learn to open their mouth at the end of open syllables and to close it at the end of closed syllables. This is done by various mouth movements such as lengthening the vowel or stopping it with a consonant. The orthographic markers for open and closed syllables are different in German orthography, which helps the children to distinguish between long and short vowels.

4.1.2 Syllable structure

The second type of games provided in Prosodiya focuses on syllable structure and builds upon the competence of stress pattern recognition. First, children need to detect the stressed syllable. Then, they have to decide whether the stressed syllable is open (ends with a long vowel) or closed (ends with a consonant). Here, we introduce awareness of mouth motor activity. Children learn that at the end of open syllables, the mouth is open: they can lengthen the vowel, thus keeping the mouth open. At the end of closed syllables however, the mouth is closed: a consonant “stops” the vowel and “squeezes” it, the mouth is closed at the lips, the teeth, or by the tongue. Depending on these structures, there are different orthographic markers [25]. Therefore, processing the structure of the stressed syllable is a base for acquiring the complex spelling rules that underlie spelling of long vs. short vowels in German orthography. Figure 4a displays a sample exercise of the game’s second chapter.

Trainings to distinguish vowel length are commonly used in empirically evaluated interventions of reading and spelling acquisition and is not by itself a novelty. However, we introduce two novel features to computer-based treatments that have not been addressed before: First, we link the linguistic characteristics of syllable stress to vowel length. Second, we use the mouth features of the blobs and the terms of open vs. closed syllables instead of long vs. short vowels in order to support mouth motor activity.
“Syllable Structure”: Gewitter (thunderstorm).

Exemplary tooltip of “Syllable Structure”.

Figure 4. “Syllable Structure”. a) Red blobs with mouths open refer to open stressed syllables (i.e., end with vowels) and blue blobs with mouths closed refer to closed stressed syllables (i.e., end with consonants). b) Shows a tooltip for this game. Children are told to i) find the open/closed syllable, ii) that the word is read out and represented by an image but not written, and iii) that they have to count the syllables autonomously.

Children with dyslexia have difficulties permeating the sound level of a language in order to improve letter-sound correspondence on the segmental level [73]. Mouth motor activity, which is intact for dyslexic children [4], can be used to facilitate learning of letter-sound correspondence [74]. By teaching the children to pay attention to their mouth motor activities at the end of the stressed syllables, we aim at facilitating the process of vowel length distinction.

We also provide sound files of minimal pairs for each word. These minimal pairs consist of the word itself and the pseudoword counterpart for which the vowel length of the stressed syllable was changed to the contrary, i.e. long vowels are spoken as short vowels (e.g., Bie-ne vs. Bin-ne) and short vowels are spoken as long vowels (e.g., Ge-wit-ter vs. Ge-wie-ter). These minimal pairs are provided when wrong answers have been submitted or when help is requested. This way, we explicitly train vowel length perception and distinction as well as provide scaffolding feedback.

The difficulty as well as the target linguistic competences are defined by the same adjustments of parameters as in the game’s first chapter.

4.1.3 Orthographic markers

After acquiring the knowledge about the structures of stressed syllables, children are exposed to the spelling of these structures in the game’s third chapter. In interactive tutorials, they acquire metalinguistic knowledge about the rules that underlie the spelling of open and closed syllables. Thus, this type of game focuses on learning orthographic and morphemic regularities and letter-sound correspondences. Children train the recognition of orthographic markers for open and closed syllables, which are listed in Figure 5, in various minigames. The vowel of an open syllable can either be i) unmarked (e.g., ma-len, to paint), ii) marked with a vowel doubling such as diphthongs (e.g., Dau-men, thumb) or the German long i (e.g., Bie-ne, bee), which also has unmarked exceptions (e.g., Ti-ger), or iii) marked with the silent h (e.g., feh-len, to miss). Closed syllables with simple structures are i) unmarked (e.g., Fel-sen, rock). Closed syllables with the more complex structure of ambisyllabic consonants are ii) marked with doublings (e.g., ge-win-ten, to win). Additionally, German consonant doubling comes with two special subtypes: iii) ck instead of kk as in Ha-cke (pick) and tz instead of zz as in Hit-ze (heat).

Blobs represent each of the above mentioned orthographic realizations. The children need to select the Blob that represents the vowel spelling of the stressed syllable (e.g., Figure 5b). This chapter contains in total six subchapters, each dealing with one of the special orthographic rules. The characteristics of each of the orthographic markers are explained in individual tutorials.
For example, ambisyllabic consonant doublings (e.g., nn, ck, tz) are explained to generally appear if the vowel of the stressed syllable is followed by a single consonant phoneme before the next vowel is perceived or the word ends [e.g., ren-nen (to run) vs. fin-den (to find)].

This chapter is of special importance as training to recognize orthographic markers is crucial for spelling [26, 31]. Algorithms of spelling rules to detect and apply orthographic markers are used in various evidence-based treatments (e.g., [39, 75], cf. [31]). However, to the best of our knowledge, the algorithms to determine orthographic marking of vowel length have not been related to syllable stress in any computer-based intervention before.

Step by step, the number of blobs the children can choose from increases. Additionally, the similarity of distracting blobs varies. Exemplary tasks can be seen in Figure 5.

4.1.4 Syllable arcs
Prosodiya’s fourth chapter is about syllable segmentation. Children learn to segment written words into relevant components and thus foster their orthographic representations (their knowledge about written words in long-term memory). The game is a digitized version of the task “draw syllable arc”, commonly used in learning therapy to improve syllable analysis [30]. Again, we enhanced the commonly used version with emphasis on syllable stress – the syllable arc ought to be drawn deeper for stressed than for unstressed syllables, as can be seen in Figure 6.

Figure 5. “Orthographic Markers”. a) Children need to recognize if the displayed word ren-nen (to run) contains a long or short vowel and for the latter case whether the short vowel is marked orthographically with an ambisyllabic consonant doubling. b) Consolidation task with all orthographic markers. Displayed is the word Leh-rer (teacher), whose long vowel is marked orthographically with a silent h.

Figure 6. “Syllable Arcs”. Children need to draw syllable arcs for the word ver-su-chen (to try) to mark syllable boundaries. Deeper arcs are drawn for stressed syllables.
4.1.5 Prosodiya congruency

In chapter five of Prosodiya, children are taught that the rules they have learned in the previous chapters do not account for all word forms. To learn that the rules are only applicable to the basic (uninflected) form of a word, children have to recognize which words are in a ‘Prosodiya-ish’ form. This exercises bridges the gap from Prosodiya’s first module to the second module that focuses on morphologic training, i.e. to learn to deduce that gewinnt (he wins) is spelled with an ambisyllabic consonant doubling as it’s derived from gewinnen (to win).

4.1.6 Spelling

The first module of Prosodiya ends with a chapter about spelling. In this game, the children learn to apply and foster their previously learned skills by spelling words. They do so by dragging-and-dropping letters from a predefined set to form the word.

This exercise comes with several difficulties which are provided by adjusting the parameters ‘letters’ and ‘syllable arcs’. The set of letters to spell a given word may i) only consist of the exact letters of the words, resulting in a letter-arrangement task as can be seen in Figure 7a, ii) also contain letters that do not share phonological similarities to any letter of the word, resulting in a letter discrimination task, or iii) contain distracting letters that would lead to homophonic (words that sound alike) misspellings (e.g., Fel-sen instead of Felsen, see Figure 7b). To help link the awareness of orthographic markers to the stressed syllables, syllable arcs are drawn underneath the target input field in some conditions, depending on the individual difficulty. The color of the syllable arcs refer to syllable stress and vowel length (yellow for unstressed syllables, red for open stressed syllables, blue for closed stressed syllables).

To support scaffolding feedback, individual letters can be solved or distractor letters can be deleted after the children misspell a word.

It is our intention that, at the end of the first module of Prosodiya, children should have improved: the perception and production of syllable stress, vowel length distinction, identification of syllable boundaries, recognition of orthographic markers, and, finally, spelling words in basic forms.

4.2 Visual aesthetic design

The visual aesthetic design of Prosodiya follows three design principles to be appealing, consistent, and simple [76]. To address the first principle, we are collaborating with a renowned comic artist and licensed images from the comic “The Wormworld Saga” (https://wormworldsaga.com) as background images for our game. We adjusted the high quality images to fit our needs regarding story, atmosphere, and mechanics of our game.
We have chosen a fantasy-themed setting for Prosodiya due to the fact that embedding learning activities in fantasy contexts has proven to be beneficial for motivation, involvement, and learning (e.g., [77]). Based on the background images, we also crafted a map of Prosodiya that is used as level selection and to show overall progress within the game, see Figure 2. The background images change during game play continuously and represent places of the world map.

Our pedagogical agents, the Kugellichter, were also carefully designed to engage children and facilitate learning. Their round shapes may induce positive emotions that facilitate learning and improve comprehension [78]. The agents have three distinguishable properties, i.e. color, size, and mouth, to facilitate memorizing their linguistic property in game play.

The pictures representing words (e.g., Figure 5) have also been designed iteratively to fit in the game’s overall look and feel and to describe the word as best as possible.

We use OpenDyslexic [79] as font because it has been specifically designed for dyslexics in appropriate sizes. Buttons were kept as simple as possible using icons supplementary to text in order to minimize the effort to read unrelated information, with which young or dyslexic children may struggle.

To keep it simple, we have limited the game screen to game elements required by the respective activity and forego additional elements that might distract the learner or hinder learning.

Overall, the visual appearance of Prosodiya is intended to increase the perception of positive affect and immersion and to highlight the content to be learned.

4.3 Narrative design

The narrative of Prosodiya provides information on the content to be learned and game mechanics as well as to be an incentive and to increase self-perception of progression.

The narrative of Prosodiya reflects worries and needs of families of children with dyslexia: Prosodiya is haunted by a mysterious fog that has covered all of the peaceful land, causing the inhabitants to live a life full of worries and sorrows. This relates to affected children who often experience the difficulties of literacy acquisition as an impenetrable fog. In a way that the story deals with real-life struggles of affected children, we wanted to positively affect children’s lives beyond the game’s world. The game aims at helping children to “see clearly again” and feel comfortable within the world of reading and writing. Progressing through the world of Prosodiya and deliberating the world’s places from the mischievous should ideally reflect the progress of learner’s literacy acquisition.

In the current version of Prosodiya, the active continuation of the storyline is limited to a prologue in form of a cutscene and the interactive tutorials to continue the storyline. However, the map of Prosodiya and a change of background images in game activities implicitly continue the storyline. In future development, additional cutscenes will be included to actively tell the full story in order to contribute to the game’s stickiness.

4.4 Incentive system

Prosodiya uses intrinsic and extrinsic motivational elements to encourage learners to continue playing with Prosodiya.

Regarding extrinsic rewards, children can collect points (see top right corner of the game screen) and receive encouraging responses from the pedagogical agents in the game activities when answering correctly. More points are given when they solve a task at the first go to avoid trial-and-error behavior.

Depending on children’s performance, subsequent game content may be unlocked. To provide high replay value and to increase training effects, we use a 1-3 star rating (i.e. more stars for higher performance) for each level displayed underneath each level on the world map.
Intrinsic rewards cover increased knowledge of the children, increasing complexity of tasks and words to make for new challenges, and the story progression.

For future development, we are planning that children may redeem collected points to buy a dragon egg, incubate it, and raise the hatched dragon to be their companion within the world of Prosodiya and to play bonus games with. With this, we aim to support long-term motivation and give children a place within the game where they can relax and ease their mind.

4.5 Musical score

The musical score of Prosodiya consists of ambient music in the level selection, feedback used to acknowledge correct and incorrect responses, as well as voices of the pedagogical agents.

Regarding feedback to tasks, the game responds to correct answers by playing pleasant sounds and praising the children with short expressions spoken by the pedagogical agents. A different, more sophisticated sound is played if the task was solved at the first go. If wrong answers are logged in, children are encouraged to try again.

When present, the pedagogical agents give spoken feedback. Pedagogical agents also explain game mechanics and learning goals in tutorials. Professional speakers have lent their voices to the pedagogical agents with a special focus on positive affect and emphasizing individual characteristics relating to the linguistic property represented by the agent. This affective encouragement may also positively affect children’s performance (cf. [80]).

4.6 Results of a pilot study

We conducted a pilot study with a preliminary version of Prosodiya during a period of six weeks in winter 2014/2015 with 11 dyslexic children to primarily investigate feasibility and user experience. The preliminary version included the first two games (“Stress Pattern”, “Syllable Structure”) and a limited version of the third game (“Orthographic Markers”). A limited vocabulary of 220 words was used. We reported the results in the corresponding conference paper in detail [45] and will summarize the findings:

The results of questionnaires handed out to children and parents indicate: children enjoyed playing the game, the children’s motivation could be maintained during the period, children and parents would continue to use Prosodiya and request for more exercises, children and parents perceived self-efficacy, the graphical appearance of Prosodiya is appealing, and the pedagogical agents are well perceived. However, the results also made the following drawbacks apparent: tutorials of the preliminary versions were perceived by some of the children to be too complicated and too long, and some children reported that the objective of an exercise was not always obvious. We have addressed these issues by facilitating and shortening the tutorials and introduced tooltips for each type of task (Figure 4b).

Overall, in spelling as well as in reading, approximately half of the children of the current sample improved their performance. About a third did not change in performance, and two children performed worse. Overall, the best improvements were obtained in speed reading comprehension tests. Due to the limitations of the study of no control group and not including explicit spelling training, implications must be drawn with caution.

5 Conclusion and outlook

In this article, we have reflected the state of research of the relation of syllable stress and literacy acquisition. We then have examined advantages and disadvantages of therapeutic (TI), computer-based (CBI), and digital game-based interventions (DGBI) to treat reading and spelling disorders. We conclude that dyslexic children should receive evidence-based
TIs as soon as possible and as long as necessary and in addition use evidence-based DGBIs to maximize engagement, motivation, and learning until their reading and spelling proficiencies enables them to participate in social, cultural, and educational life on an age-appropriate level. The disadvantages of TIs of being cost-intensive, dependent on time, location, and tutor may be addressed by DGBIs that can be used autonomously by children within or outside of class while offering unique opportunities to (re-) engage and motivate learners. As our literature review revealed, there is a lack of DGBIs for the treatment of spelling disorders in German dyslexic children.

Given the potential of DGBIs, we proposed our mobile serious game “Prosodiya” for German dyslexic primary school children. By utilizing the building blocks of game design for learning proposed by Plass et al. [53], i.e. game mechanics, visual aesthetic design, narrative design, an incentive system, musical score, and content and skills, we examined how Prosodiya contributes to the state of the art of computer-based interventions for German dyslexic children. Prosodiya focuses on teaching the relation between syllable stress, vowel length, and orthographic markers to improve reading and spelling. We examined the various evidence-based trainings included in Prosodiya. To sum up, the contributions of Prosodiya to date are: i) teaching the perception and production of syllable stress, ii) relating the stressed syllable’s linguistic characteristics to vowel length and orthographic marking, iii) including mouth motor activities to facilitate the improvement of phonological awareness, while iv) balancing aforementioned learning objectives with the design of game play to engage and motivate learners and maximize learning. Lastly, we aim to explore and integrate approaches of embodied trainings to support and facilitate learning. DGBIs offer unique opportunities to incorporate sensor-based embodied trainings in a way that children practice on their own, without the need of human instructors, engaging learners on a behavioral and cognitive level [53].

More specifically, our first approach of using embodied trainings will address the games of “syllable arcs” (see Section 4.1.2). While we already tested a preliminary version of the game called “swing the stress pattern”, it is still under development. The embodied game consists of two parts. At first, children swing with customary fitness trackers on their hand the stress pattern of the word (see Figure 8a). That is, instead of drawing a syllable arc on the touchscreen, children are required to use their (whole) body to execute deep or shallow swings. Spelling the syllables is the second part of the game. Children do so by placing the letters in their corresponding syllable arcs, similar to Section 4.1.4. The first part is considered an embodied training, a novelty in the area of mobile serious games. Embodied trainings – interventions mapping (whole) body movements and gestures to key features of learning content – can be used to additionally support learning-impaired children in learning therapy. The concept of embodied trainings is based on the theory of embodied cognition [81]. Influencing the learning process positively with body movement and embodied experience, the aims of such physical interventions are the development of embodied memory aids to foster learning, to ease mental effort and demands of working memory, and to be more fun. The positive effect of gesturing on learning was shown for various areas, for example gesturing while learning a new arithmetical strategy resulted in a better retention of knowledge [82] or acting out movements or gestures of animals increased the learning of their names in a foreign language [83]. Embodied trainings are already part of many analogous interventions for learning disorders, for example embodied number-line estimation tasks for children with dyscalculia [48, 84] or the so-called “swing the syllables” [69, 85] for dyslexic children. Besides analogous interventions, research on computer-based embodied trainings provides evidence for the positive impact on learning. For example, [86] have shown that computer-based embodied trainings helped children to foster the acquisition of basic numerical competencies significantly better than counterparts without (or with less) embodiment. We digitized and enhanced the embodied training “swing the syllables”. By “dancing” the speech rhythm, children learn to segment words into syllables and identify their stress pattern.
a. Stress pattern swung for a disyllabic trochee (e.g., Bie-ne, bee).

b. Acceleration recorded with wearable.

Figure 8. a) Embodied training “Swing the Stress Pattern”. Children speak each syllable clearly and loudly, simultaneously do a sidestep, and swing their writing hand from their left to their right shoulder. Deeper and more emphasized swing is performed for stressed syllables. b) Acceleration values recorded with a fitness tracker worn on children’s wrist.

They are instructed to speak each syllable clearly and loudly, simultaneously do a sidestep, and swing their writing hand from their left to their right shoulder, see Figure 8a. A deeper and more emphasized swing is performed for stressed syllables. Swinging the speech rhythm of words, children are expected to improve their reading and writing performance by systematically fostering syllable awareness. In contrast to the original intervention, we again distinguish between stressed and unstressed syllables.

To include this embodied training into Prosodiya, we are developing a system that recognizes the movements of the children and classifies the stress pattern they have swung [87]. We use built-in accelerometers of customary fitness trackers to record movement and to classify syllable stress. Our user tests throughout the development highlight three important challenges that arise when sensor-based embodied trainings are developed for children: First, fitness trackers should be used due to size and comfort. Smartphones are too big for children’s hands causing restricted movement, even when the Smartphone is attached securely with a wrist wrap. Second, systems have to be adjusted to the children's behavior and needs. Prominent features that were used to classify the gestures with adults are less reliable when performed by children and need to be refined or changed. Lastly, performing the gestures correctly cannot be expected but must be learned and trained extensively. Stressed syllables were often swung weaker or hardly distinguishable from unstressed ones. It is not clear whether this is caused by the lack of the awareness of syllable stress or by missing feedback about swing intensity. We therefore will integrate an intensive learning phase where a character of the game's world will explain extensively the principle of syllable stress and the intended use of the gestures and give qualitative feedback on the performed gestures. Overall, our results and systematic literature research encourage the approach to develop embodied trainings with simple, body-based interactions using built-in accelerometers of Smartphones and fitness trackers. This is, to the best of our knowledge, the first embodied training in a mobile serious game that evaluates movement and gestures. Other games already include the instruction to perform embodied trainings but do not evaluate the children's response (e.g., [88]). In contrast, we display the classified stress pattern on the game screen with corresponding syllable arcs.

To evaluate the therapeutic approach of Prosodiya empirically and validate the positive indications of our pilot study, we are conducting a randomized controlled field trial with a waiting control group design in spring/summer of 2018. One hundred and twenty-nine primary-school children are participating and are practicing with Prosodiya for a duration of 8-10 weeks. Approximately 70 children are poor readers and/or spellers. According to the training plan, children are asked to practice with Prosodiya five days per week, 20 minutes per day.
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